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German rank and file and their magnificent fightim: retreat,
nor try to dim the splendour of the fame of that lighting line
which, decimated by enemy-fire and exhaustion, outnumbered,
starved, and bereft of hope, conscious only of that unity which
is the result of a tremendous seme of isolation, went back bending,
but never breaking, from the Marne to the Somme, from the
Somme to the Meuse, and would have gone back still unbroken
to the Rhine, It was an achievement and a fame of which those
who shared in it and their children's children to untold generations
may well be proud, but that docs not affect the truth that, if its
leaders, military and political., had not recognised that they had
been outgeneraUed, outorganized, and outfought, the retreat
would have degenerated into rout, and the men of the line into
surviving handfuls of miserable fugitives. The German nation
was indeed war-weary—what nation was not? Inside Germany
there were forces making for disruption—in what nation were
not such forces equally at work? In all the main centres of
population there was starvation—but have not starving men
lived on just as dead men have won a fight? Weary at heart>
physically assailed by privation, and morally assailed by propa-
ganda, the German home front held out until it was clear that
every hope of victory in the field had been belied and that the
military leaders and the government could promise nothing but
utter defeat if the war went on.
It might indeed have been better to have fought on in the
perfectly valid belief that the age of miracles is never passed,
and with so many examples in history of armies which have
refused to admit defeat, snatching victory out of the very jaws
of final catastrophe. There were many people in Germany in
and out of uniform who were of that opinion—and even on cool
reflection they were probably less in the wrong than the other
side—but they were in a hopeless minority, and at the very head
of the majority were not civilians but the responsible military
leaders, the heroes of the nation^ who had the final say if they
had not the final responsibility, in the decision. No statesman—
and the statesman had, of course,, under both the Imperial and
the constitutional regime the final responsibility—would have

